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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Hey Agorists, 

Summer months are upon us. It’s the best time to cultivate more            
independence in your life. This issue contains cryptocurrency        
analysis that you won’t find anywhere else. Plus, the entertaining          
conclusion to an agorist enterprise. 

In the Trends article this month Nicholas West shows how          
governments are attempting to regulate peer-to-peer      
cryptocurrencies and how reputation may replace government       
regulation. 

Next, Vin concludes creating an agorist nightclub called The         
Bassment and fighting the city of Las Vegas to keep it alive. This             
battle hardened his libertarian beliefs and motivated him to speak          
out on these issues. 

Next, Brian Berletic gives you another masterclass in        
self-sufficiency with an introductory guide to creating your own         
biogas for cooking or creating electricity. 

Finally, I provide my analysis of the governance models for the top            
cryptocurrencies and why they’re important. These are       
fundamentals that investors need to know about. 
Also don’t forget to check out the Bitcoin and Silver reports.  

Stay free and prosper!  

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Regulation Vs. The Digital Citizen: Why A Government        
“Crackdown” on Cryptocurrency Might Be Irrelevant 

 

By Nicholas West 

Introduction 

"As long as you don't change the way money works, you change            
nothing." – Michael Ruppert 
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Any observer of the cryptocurrency phenomenon could be        
forgiven for seeing worldwide government response as quite        
bipolar. On one hand, headlines are filled with talk of a           
“crackdown” with governments both democratic and autocratic       
looking to heavily regulate or outright ban the technology.         
Contrariwise, many governments – and curiously many of the         
aforementioned heavy-handed ones – are setting up a framework         
where cryptocurrency could augment or replace traditional       
financial systems. Governments like Russia, Iran and Venezuela,        
for example, have even taken steps to use cryptocurrencies to          
avoid the financial stranglehold of sanctions from the United         
States. 

The variated response from governments has contributed greatly        
to the volatility of the crypto market even as major regulatory           
steps have been taken that have provided the perception of          
security to traditional investment houses and, by extension, their         
respective mainstream investment pools. 

The inherent beauty of the blockchain and the cryptocurrencies         
that utilize its structure, however, is that the underlying         
mathematics operate independent of ideology. This is not to say          
that ideology can’t influence applications and individual company        
governance – as anyone can clearly see by the many heated           
debates within the cryptocurrency community – but when        
speaking strictly of functionality, its central utility is largely immune          
from the faults of previous economic and governmental systems.         
At its core, a peer-to-peer network built upon a distributed ledger,           
as cryptocurrencies are, is as transparent and stable a foundation          
as one is likely to be offered. 

As we attempt to read between the (head)lines and evaluate the           
current trend toward regulation, let’s try to streamline the         
convoluted news about what cryptocurrency really is and, most         
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specifically, how the blockchain very well could operate as its own           
distiller of truth as the battle lines are formed between reputation           
and regulation. 

Regulation = Permission 

At this point it is not controversial to say that regulatory agencies            
are taking concrete steps to install control mechanisms over what          
they perceive to be the ultimate financial Wild West. The ebb and            
flow of their various statements, proposals, declarations and        
sometimes rumors are mirrored in the yo-yo ups and downs of the            
crypto market. In fact, all the latest developments are impossible          
to recap here, but I would strongly urge readers to visit our            
partner site Coinivore in order to monitor these important daily          
news items. 

I would like to offer just one key item of news by way of              
introduction, albeit an extreme example, that perfectly illustrates        
the mentality and inherent hypocrisy that is embedded within calls          
for financial regulation and its promises of more security and          
stability. 

On May 14th I read that “Zimbabwe warns against         
cryptocurrencies.” This displays the entirety of how ludicrous the         
argument can become against cryptocurrency from a financial,        
political, and even criminal framework. 

Zimbabwe's central bank on Monday warned against trading        
in cryptocurrencies, saying virtual currencies such as bitcoin        
were not regulated in the country. 

Bitcoin has sparked interest in Zimbabwe as the Zimbabwe         
dollar was abandoned in 2009 due to hyperinflation and the          
banking system relies on scarce US dollar banknotes. 
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The lack of US banknotes has left Zimbabweans queueing         
for hours outside banks and often unable to withdraw their          
cash. 

Zimbabwe also has a "bond note" currency whose value is          
supposed to be pegged to the US currency, but which trade           
at a significantly lower rate in reality. 

"Virtual currencies such as Bitcoin and litecoin do not have          
legal tender status," John Mangudya, Zimbabwe's central       
bank governor, said in a statement. 

Mangudya said the central bank had "directed all banking         
institutions not to provide banking services to facilitate any         
person or entity in dealing with or settling virtual currencies." 

"The nature of cryptocurrency transactions make them the        
currency of choice for money launderers and other        
criminals," he added. 

President Emmerson Mnangagwa has been battling to       
revive the ailing economy after long-time ruler Robert        
Mugabe was ousted last November.  

That almost reads like The Onion, but it came straight from the            
Associated Press. 

And yet, on the very same day, we have news that “HSBC, ING             
banks announce blockchain first.” 

The transaction, using the cutting-edge blockchain      
technology driving virtual currencies like bitcoin, involved a        
bulk shipment of soybeans from Argentina on behalf of US          
agriculture group Cargill, the pair said in a statement… 
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"Conventional exchanges for paper-based documentation     
related to letters of credit usually take between 5-10 days.          
This exchange was done in 24 hours," it added. 

Going forward, blockchain is seen as being able to support          
also trading of other assets… 

HSBC's head of growth and innovation, Vivek       
Ramachandran, noted that thanks to the development,       
"trade finance transactions have been made simpler, faster,        
more transparent and more secure". 

Governments and banks clearly recognize the power of the         
blockchain and cryptocurrencies, but are essentially trying to        
design a system where people fear the free market and are           
persuaded to invest based on the oversight and trust of systems           
with which populations might be most familiar. Yet, that is the           
exact problem that the blockchain and cryptocurrency inherently        
solves. Sorry for the pun, but trust in government and banking           
institutions such as those mentioned above is a completely         
bankrupt idea. How many housing bubbles, student loan bubbles,         
inflationary currencies, LIBOR rigging, bail-ins, bail-outs and       
banking-corporate malfeasance do we need to outright dismiss        
any claims made to trust and reputation in these establishment          
systems? 

Here is a concise summation from the Foundation for Economic          
Freedom of what regulation already has brought to the financial          
sector, and why it should be rejected any time it rears its head: 

[N]amely: cronyism in the veins of the financial industry,         
which is the ultimate cause of systemic risk. In fact, more           
regulation would imply more lobbying, which in turn would         
strengthen the connection between legislators and the       
financial sector, leaving moral hazard intact. 
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A regulated financial system is one that also fundamentally equals          
permission, which enshrines the power of one group to dictate to           
another. At the top of the permission pyramid are governments;          
they then dictate permissions to banks and investment houses         
which set out permissions that trickle down to everyone else who           
wishes to participate.  

But that’s not the way cryptocurrency works. It is permissionless.          
It is peer-to-peer with no need for a middleman. In the case of             
governments and banks, they are the middlemen already on the          
outside looking in and trying to figure out a way to carve out their              
own piece of the action. 

As president of the Swedish Pirate Party, Rick Falkvinge, explains          
in this must-see interview, the regulation/permission construct is        
the ultimate form of control. As he states, most people don’t think            
about the fact that if they use a credit card to buy water, for              
example, it relies on permission to obtain that item. I would add            
that even cash can be denied by establishments these days. That           
economic structure should be frightening. 

Fortunately, permissionless technologies operating peer-to-peer     
have a precedent, and government has had no effective         
response. Moreover, there is an excellent case to be made that           
the underlying technology qualifies as protected speech that        
certainly creates an impossible scenario for heavy-handed U.S.        
regulation, as it would interfere with the U.S. Constitution. I would           
recommend that everyone read the article “Why America Can         
Never Regulate Bitcoin” which appears at Hackernoon. There are         
also clear precedents in case law highlighted in the article, but           
essentially it can be boiled down to the fact that Bitcoin (or any             
other cryptocurrency) is text – and text that can be printed out. As             
such, it falls under the 1st Amendment and any attempt to place            
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restrictions upon it, or taxation of it, becomes open to immediate           
legal challenge. 

That said, governments certainly have a history of ignoring their          
own “rules.” However, in the case of cryptocurrency, governments         
might be hamstrung more by the technology itself than any          
appeals which are made to abide by their own founding principles. 

As Rick Falkvinge also discusses, governments can punish but         
that’s a long way from stopping the use of cryptocurrencies. In the            
best use-cases government doesn’t own this technology; no one         
does. It might seem like a small idea on the surface, but it is              
essential when understanding any headline that makes claims        
about a government crackdown. The greater point is that for the           
first time in modern history, governments can no longer just seize           
money; there must be a level of consent by the owner. Yes, one             
might choose to relinquish a company or funds under duress, but           
it is still a far greater inherent level of security than what has come              
before. 

That alone is a revolutionary concept, and it enables an entirely           
new way to think about economies, governments and the role of           
the individual. 

Reputation = Choice: The Arrival of the Digital Citizen  

As governments and their connected establishment financial       
institutions continue attempting to stake their claim, or even usurp          
what already has been built, leaders within the crypto space are           
generally not delusional when considering the possibility of a         
range of government attacks. It’s always wise to have         
contingency plans, and we are seeing various methods of         
insulation being designed to thwart intervention. Largely, these        
solutions hinge upon reputation as being the grand leveler in a           
truly free market, as opposed to regulation which provably has          
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done very little if nothing to design and manage the mainstream           
economies of the world. 

Trust in the mathematics, not the issuer, says Rick Falkvinge.          
That said, it is also undeniable that trust and reputation are the            
cornerstones of any successful legitimate business. It’s also a         
function of a free market to sort this out.  

Currently, the most controversy surrounds the issuance of Initial         
Coin Offerings (ICOs), but even that often shady sector of the           
space is culling itself without the need for regulation … and this is             
for the ones that actually produce something. 

 

It's called being allowed to fail, something that is anathema          
to the modern big government-banking structure. 

The concept of failing is a central one even down to the individual             
level. In an economy based on straight mathematics, the         
reputable development of applications, and free market forces,        
there are very few guaranteed protections beyond what can be          
built and ensured/insured by private companies and other private         
individuals. However, there is something that is far more         
important and revolutionary in this emerging paradigm: choice.        
True choice. In fact, many more choices than ever before. 

One of the wonderful things about the United States – in theory –             
is that there are 50 choices available to its citizens. Of course, we             
must suspend disbelief and imagine that the system operated         
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without kowtowing to its federal overseers, but there is still a           
measure of choice that most other countries do not have. As I            
wrote in Counter Markets issue 9 regarding secession, the         
overarching trend is people voting with their dollars and moving          
toward locations that better represent their own goals and         
perceptions of what freedom means to them, whether inside the          
U.S. or outside. It’s a migration that is enabled through choice. 

Beyond the U.S., there are roughly 195 choices (countries) one          
could select from. But choices far beyond that number are          
expanding with the greater adoption of blockchain technology and         
cryptocurrencies. In this way, whatever centralized governments       
and banks have to say – or whether or not they develop their own              
crypto projects and rules – they simply cannot be the final voice in             
the economy or governance once new technologies supplant their         
core roles. They will, at best, become a parallel system          
(competitors) that people can choose to establish contracts with         
or not. 

 

This is how they view us; but until now it wasn’t possible to have              
the same exact mindset. Unhappy customer? Sure, you could         
pick up and physically move to another country, but not only is            
this almost impossible for most people, it is often not desirable for            
a variety of personal reasons. The U.S., for example, doesn’t          
allow its citizens to “shop around” quite so easily as they lay claim             
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to your earnings until death or renunciation of citizenship. This,          
too, is the massive change that could occur as various digital           
currencies begin to represent de facto countries, just as the          
currency of any physical nation is emblematic of the country          
where it is issued. For a fascinating discussion on how currencies           
equal countries (including culture) please see this recent        
discussion with Counter Markets’ Vin Armani and his podcast         
partner Christian Rais. 

As a consequence of this impending paradigm shift, we are not           
only witnessing the decentralization of technology and the        
economy, but decentralization of the individual. As Joe Jarvis         
poignantly states for The Daily Bell, “individualism has become a          
product,” and it’s surging in demand. 

Most people are not even close to being in a position to            
simply throw off the government and be true individuals.         
People originally gave the government more control because        
the government offered them an alternative to family and         
community. 

But the government’s product, individualism, was never       
actually good. It was false advertising. Instead of becoming         
an individual and making your own choices, you were         
constricted by the government. They lured people in with the          
promise of independence, and then created dependence to        
control the people, and take their wealth. The government         
promised but never delivered. 

Individualism doesn’t truly mean doing everything on       
your own. It means being free to choose which         
institutions you are a part of… 

It means being able to walk away when you don’t like the            
terms. 
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More people than ever don’t like the terms; and with the options            
presented by de facto digital citizenships, simply walking away         
rather than “fighting for your freedom” will be available to those           
who implement their true freedom of association. Literal        
e-residency could also form, as it has started to with Estonia or            
Liberstad, Norway … but even putting countries on the blockchain          
might not be for everybody. It will be your choice to determine            
that value. 

Closing Thoughts 

It is quite evident how high the stakes are with the success of the              
blockchain and cryptocurrencies in their undiluted form. This is         
shown by the sweeping proclamations from governments, the        
stuttering attempts made by regulators to define exactly what they          
intend to regulate, as well as the broad spectrum of debate we            
see within a cryptospace that one might be inclined to believe is            
united against a common enemy. Everything is in upheaval. The          
fact is that this is an experiment every bit analogous to the            
founding of nations and the establishment of cultures. 

No one yet knows how this all will conclude. Perhaps there won’t            
be any definitive conclusion, but a constant evolution that         
develops organically across increasingly decentralized paths. The       
only thing that we can be certain of is that the status quo has met               
its match and is likely to put up every ounce of energy it has in               
order to retain its position as the arbiter of all things. But what             
happens when that mandate becomes fundamentally irrelevant?       
Each of us now has the ability to contribute to that glorious day. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Part 2: Adventures In An Agorist Brick And Mortar Business  

 

By Vin Armani  

This is the second installment of a two-part series detailing my           
struggle with the City of Las Vegas after I opened an art gallery             
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and event space, called The Bassment, in the Downtown Arts          
District. I hosted private events, taking precautions to remain         
within the city’s vague municipal code regulations related to the          
activity, yet taking advantage of every right not explicitly removed          
by statute.  

Even before we had finished remodeling the inside of the building,           
a Code Enforcement Officer named Ryan Black showed a         
remarkable (and antagonistic) interest in my gallery. After we had          
been in full operation for the better part of a year, just as we were               
hitting our stride, Officer Black organized a “raid” on one of our            
events. I use the term “raid” because the force used to execute            
what was a business license and building inspection (multiple         
police cars, uniformed officers, detectives in tactical vests) was         
commensurate to what one might expect for serving a warrant on           
a suspected drug or arms trafficker.  

Because, under municipal code, such inspections were only        
permitted during business hours and since my business was         
closed for a private event (with large signs publicly announcing          
this fact), I gave the officers verbal notice that they did not have             
my consent to enter. They physically pulled me aside and, when I            
failed to answer Officer Black’s questions (due to it not being           
business hours), I was placed under arrest.  

The Metro Police detective who had me in his custody was           
sympathetic to my situation. He uncuffed me, let me secure my           
business (after the fire marshal insisted the event be stopped          
because of a padlock on the rear gate on my lot), and gave me a               
citation for Obstructing A Public Officer (a misdemeanor carrying         
up to 6 months jail time and as much as a $1000 fine). No other               
citations or violations were issued at that time.  

At the end of this month, June 2018, it will have been 2 years              
since this event occurred. It has only been since this most recent            
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February that the battle which ensued had anything approaching         
a resolution. In this article I will complete the tale and also give             
the morals I drew from this Agorist adventure. If you haven’t           
already read the first part of the story, please go back to the May              
issue and get caught up. 

 

Part 2 

Having been given a citation which, handled improperly, had a          
very good chance of landing me in jail for half a year definitely             
was surreal. No criminal activity was found to have taken place at            
my business. No violations serious enough to warrant being         
written a violation notice on the spot – the standard operating           
procedure for code enforcement – had been found.  

I was facing incarceration for demanding City Of Las Vegas          
employees follow Las Vegas Municipal Code. Even more ironic is          
the fact that these employees are Code Enforcement Officers. I          
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can’t say that I was completely surprised. After all, as a           
voluntaryist I am well aware that no one enforces the enforcers;           
and, in fact, this is the exact reason that a stateless society is             
such a worthwhile orientation. However, the very real prospect of          
men with guns throwing me into a cage was not going to be             
mitigated through indignance alone. I needed a lawyer.  

Besides a minor possession charge when I was 20 years old (for            
which I used a public defender), I hadn’t had any use for a             
criminal attorney. I’m no angel, but I am a discreet and calm            
individual, so I don’t have run-ins with the law very often.           
Discretion is, after all, the better part of valor.  

A few months prior to the raid, a good friend of mine had, in              
confidence, told me about getting busted with a significant amount          
of molly and how a young, attractive female attorney had gotten           
the entire case dropped on a technicality. I figured that my own            
case was likely overblown, that the city attorney would likely          
agree, and that this attorney might be able to get it down to a              
nuisance charge or something innocuous where I could pay a          
small fine and be done with it. I reached out to her the next day               
and set up an appointment for later that week. 

On the Monday after the raid I got a call from the guy who ran the                
auto shop next door to The Bassment. He said some Las Vegas            
city trucks had been parked in front of the gallery and he saw city              
employees tape something to my door. Just as I headed out the            
door of my house to drive over and investigate, my phone rang. It             
was Reggie, the amiable fire marshal who had initially been so           
helpful in approving me for my business license (not the fire           
marshal who came on the night of the raid and shut down the             
event). Reggie told me that he had some paperwork to give me            
and asked if he could meet me at my building. I told him I was on                
my way there.  
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We arrived at just about the same time. I pulled a 10-page notice             
from out of the tape used to affix it to the front door of my building.                
It left unsightly adhesive marks on the glass as it came off.            
Reggie handed me a piece of paper. It read: “Clark County Fire            
Department - Stop Work Order.” 

“I just got done with a meeting all about you,” he said, somberly.             
“I’m not sure what you did, but you pissed somebody off. They are             
gunning for you. This Stop Work Order says that if you do            
anything at all that violates any building or fire code, they are            
going to prosecute you criminally. I would suggest not pushing it.”           
With that, he got in his car and left. 

I put the Stop Work Order behind the other papers constituting           
what I now read as “City Of Las Vegas Department Of Planning:            
Correction Notice.” The document was addressed to my landlord,         
not to myself or my business. It was a list of building and business              
license violations that needed to be corrected by a certain date, or            
face civil fines as penalty. The first violation gave me some           
indication of the level of absurdity that was to follow. 

“Paint Obscuring Windows: Remove all paint from windows.”        
There was no paint on the windows. The windows had an           
adhesive tint applied to them just like every other business in Las            
Vegas, where the summer sun is unrelenting and temperatures         
soar to as high as 120 degrees Fahrenheit. Other building code           
violations included paint on the electric meter from the mural          
creation. I immediately remedied this with a scraper in 5 minutes           
time. The electric company had never complained about this.         
Apparently I also had “unlicensed lighting” under the awning of my           
building. A historical check of Google Street View showed that the           
lights in question had been installed 5 years earlier. The city           
suddenly had an issue.  
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On the business license side, I wasn’t really sure how I could            
“correct” the violations they had listed since they were all after the            
fact. These included excessive noise, operating outside the terms         
of a business license, storage of alcohol (allowed for occasional          
company parties, remember), and a few more that it was clear           
were stabs in the dark to pad the document. 

 

On my way home, my phone rang again. It was my landlord. The             
planning department had called him and subsequently emailed        
him the document. He lives in Southern California and has had           
the building in his family for almost three decades. I met him in             
person once and he was very pleased with the improvements I           
had made to his property. However, on this day, he was freaking            
out. 

“What’s going on over there? The city is telling me that you are             
running an unlicensed nightclub or something.” He normally had a          
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cool manner, but now his voice was cracking at regular intervals.           
“They sent me this huge list of violations. What is going on over             
there? They are threatening to fine me for all of these things.” 

I calmly explained the whole situation to him and let him know that             
I was set to be meeting with an attorney in a few days who would               
likely be able to smooth everything out. But, for now, I was            
shuttering the business and making sure the minor building         
violations were remedied in time for the next inspection. So long           
as that went well, the Correction Notice should amount to nothing           
and we could move forward. 

I met the lawyer a couple of days later. She was attractive. She             
was younger than me. I’d guess early to mid-thirties. That made           
me feel a tad uncomfortable and I remember thinking to myself, “I            
guess this means I’m old now. Not so sure I want to trust             
someone younger than me with my freedom or finances.”  

She was sharp, and persuasive. Her father had been an attorney           
in Vegas for decades and, as a result, she could leverage his            
connections at City Hall and at the courts. She quoted me what            
seemed like a reasonable rate (but then, what was I comparing it            
to?) and assured me that she could get it taken care of, no             
problem. It could take a while to move through the process, she            
advised. Often cases would get rescheduled several times before         
there was some resolution. In the meantime, she would try to get            
a reduction in charges and a plea deal from the City Attorney if             
possible. Most importantly, she assured me that she had         
connections in the Planning Department and could smooth out the          
Correction Notice. 

Weeks passed. I fixed the items that the city was demanding be            
corrected on the property. It took 45 minutes in total. The City left             
me yet another “love note” on my door stating that they were            
revoking my privileged alcohol license due to… well, due to what           
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exactly? I had an outstanding Corrections Notice but, as of yet, no            
violations. I passed it on to my attorney, who I was periodically            
pinging for updates. She really didn’t have any. The Planning          
Department, it turns out, was not receptive to her trying to           
ameliorate the situation. Maybe she didn’t have as much pull as           
she thought. Maybe something else was up.  

With the gallery closed until further notice, I had nothing to do but             
sit, and stew and file public record requests to get every bit of             
data that I could related to the City’s handling of my case. A             
thought germinated in my head and, over the idle weeks, began           
to grow vine-like, forming the border of every other thought: had           
my Fourth Amendment Rights been violated? Had I made a          
mistake in hiring a criminal attorney? Did I need a civil rights            
attorney instead? 

A day’s worth of Googling civil rights attorneys in Nevada resulted           
in me finding Potter Law Offices. Cal Potter had gone up against            
the state as a matter of course throughout his career. He was a             
respected member of the ACLU, he’d defended members of the          
Bundy family against federal prosecution and had even argued in          
front of the Supreme court. His son, CJ, was a partner at his firm,              
continuing on the family tradition of defending individual rights. I          
wrote Cal a brief email about my case and he called me back             
almost immediately. 

“Hi there. First I want to say, that’s horrible what they did to you,”              
he said with the gruff western edge that felt immediately familiar           
to me, having grown up in the Mojave. “I think it’s very likely you              
have a Fourth Amendment violation case there and it seems          
pretty strong to me. Who is your attorney?” 

I told him her name. 

“Hmm, never heard of her, but that doesn’t mean she’s not good.            
What is her plan for your case?” 
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I told him what she had done so far and then said, “Listen, I have               
to tell you, I’m not totally sure about her. Could I retain you?” 

“I wouldn’t want to step on her toes quite yet,” he said. “Let’s see              
what she manages to get for you and then, if that isn’t            
satisfactory, give me a call. I think you might be able to beat your              
case. Might even have a case against them for malicious          
prosecution.” 

Getting the correction notice dealt with was a nightmare.         
Thankfully I was constantly checking public records, otherwise I         
wouldn’t have known that the officer assigned did an         
unannounced inspection and marked “Business owner did not        
show up for appointment” on the record. My business was closed.           
No one had informed me of the day or time the inspection would             
take place. However, another missed inspection would       
immediately trigger a violation notice, fines, and who knows what          
else.  

I tried calling The Planning Department, I got voicemails. I went           
down to their office and got assurances from a manager that she            
would assist me in making sure the next inspection was          
scheduled properly. She gave me her card and her email. Calls to            
her went to voicemail. Emails went unanswered. Finally, with the          
deadline approaching, I went in to the office a final time and told             
them that I would refuse to leave until someone scheduled an           
inspection day and time with me. I wasn’t going to have these            
corrections turn into violations because they couldn’t manage a         
calendar. It was scheduled immediately at that point. 

The next week, my lawyer called and said the City Attorney had            
offered a plea and asked me to come into the office to discuss it. I               
drove over to her office that afternoon. After exchanging         
pleasantries, she told me that “The City Attorney has made an           
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offer. If you plead no contest to the obstruction charge, you’ll only            
have to pay a $1500 fine.” 

I was taken aback, “Did you say $1500? The maximum penalty           
for that is $1000…” 

“Plus 6 months in jail!” she shot back. 

“Do you really think I would have gotten jail time for this? I don’t              
have a criminal record. That seems over the top.” I had a sinking             
feeling as though I had wasted time and money hiring this           
woman. At least she was easy on the eyes. 

“Well,” she said, “it’s probably unlikely that they would ask for jail            
time. This is the best offer they were going to give, though. I think              
you should take it.” 

“No.” I replied. “I guess we are going to trial. How much would you              
charge me to take this to trial?” 

She shifted in her seat, looked down, and began to rearrange the            
papers on her desk. Without looking up she said, “Well, I           
generally charge quite a bit to go to trial. For this case it would be               
around $6000.” 

At that point I had already made up my mind that I was going to               
retain the Potters. I thanked her for her help so far and told her I’d               
get back to her. I called Cal Potter’s secretary as soon as I was              
outside and set up an appointment for later that week.  

In the meantime, I was able to get the Corrections Notice           
inspection handled. It felt like I might be able to get through this             
ordeal and reopen the gallery within a month or two. The           
Bassment had already been closed for months at this point.          
summer had turned into fall and I was paying rent and bills on a              
shuttered business. 
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My first meeting with Cal told me I had made the right decision.             
His offices were in one of the homes-turned-commercial space         
that litter downtown Las Vegas. Doctors, lawyers, insurance        
salesmen, and the lot are all clustered in funky little enclaves that            
you would mistake for residential neighborhoods if it weren’t for          
the signs out front. The space that Cal’s firm occupied was likely a             
4- to 5-bedroom home at one point. This had clearly been their            
base of operations for a while. Decades for sure. The decor and            
art on the walls was in the cowboy style that had been a favorite              
of my grandparents’ generation in my hometown of San         
Bernardino, California. As I sat on the couch in the reception area            
(clearly once a living room) I glanced at the stack of magazines.            
Guns magazines and legal magazines. Oh yeah. I was in the right            
place. 
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Cal spent at least an hour with me on that first day. He drilled into               
every detail of my case, taking copious notes. Toward the end of            
our meeting, he called in his son CJ and gave him the rundown. 

“I think we have a malicious prosecution case here,” Cal told his            
son. “Maybe a Fourth Amendment violation. What do you think          
CJ?” 

“It sounds like it to me. Pretty strong. Worth a shot,” CJ replied. 

I asked Cal what it would take to retain him. He quoted me half of               
what my previous attorney had quoted me for trial… and Cal was            
quoting his firm’s rate for both pretrial AND trial. He said that he             
would put in the appropriate paperwork and get my file from my            
previous attorney. We stood up and shook hands and I left feeling            
10 pounds lighter.  

Cal attended my next pretrial hearing and filed a motion to           
dismiss. His office called with our pretrial motion hearing date. It           
was to be in 30 days. That pretrial motion hearing didn’t happen            
for another year. Cal didn’t live to see it. 

What DID happen before those 30 days were up is that a letter             
arrived from The Las Vegas City Attorney. That letter contained a           
summons notifying me that 10 brand new misdemeanor charges         
had been filed against me related to the events on both the night             
of the raid and the week before when I had thrown the Code             
Enforcement officers out of a private birthday party. The charges          
were basically duplicates of the ones that appeared on the          
Corrections Notice that had just been verified as having been          
corrected. The charges had been filed in a different department          
from where the obstruction charge was filed. My heart dropped          
when I saw the summons. I immediately called Cal. When I told            
him what I had just received he gave a slight chuckle, “Typical.            
Boy, they really have it out for you. Filing criminal charges 6            
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months after the fact when they could have just issued these as a             
civil violation on the night-of. Can you bring it down? I want to get              
a copy and figure out what is going on.” 

I rushed over to Potter Law with summons in hand and Cal’s            
secretary showed me immediately to his office. 

“Cal, this is 10 misdemeanors. I have a family to support. I can’t             
go to jail over this. This is crazy!” 

He leaned forward, looked me in the eyes and said          
matter-of-factly, “You are not going to jail. We will fight each and            
every one of these. Some are ridiculous on their face and we will             
try to get them dismissed straight away. If we have to go to trial,              
we still have a great case. Nothing has changed. We’ve got this.”            
He continued, “It’s a good thing you didn’t plea to the obstruction,            
though. That’s probably what they were waiting for you to do.           
Likely why they held these back. Had you plead to that           
obstruction, it would be nearly impossible to fight these. But we           
WILL fight these charges.” 

I believed him. I trusted his words. He was speaking from           
decades of experience and I knew instinctively that I was dealing           
with a man whose word was his bond. And I was right. Cal got the               
entire case placed into the department headed by the court’s          
Chief Justice. He expanded our motion to include all of the           
charges. He even included a motion to dismiss charges based on           
a quirk that I had found by obsessively combing through the           
municipal code: all but one (a noise violation) of the secondary           
group of charges had no penalty assigned to them – they weren’t            
listed as misdemeanors. In fact, the word “misdemeanor” never         
even appears in the entire chapter in which the municipal codes in            
question appeared. This omission made the misdemeanor       
charges “void for vagueness.” In order for a law to be valid it must              
be clear about precisely what behavior is restricted and precisely          
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what the punishment for breaking the law is. Since most code           
violations are simply written up as civil – not criminal – offenses,            
that specificity hadn’t been an issue in the past. The city had            
raised the stakes in this case. We raised alongside them. 

The City then proceeded to ask for a continuance at a successive            
number of pretrial appearances. Every time Cal (often with me in           
tow) went to argue the pretrial motion, the City Attorney asked the            
judge for more time, to reschedule. Each new date was 60 days            
after the previous.The new year came. Winter gave way to spring,           
which gave way to summer. I had paid for almost an entire year of              
rent on the gallery with the hope that it might open soon. When             
the lease came up for renewal, I reluctantly moved out. The           
landlord painted over the murals. To this day, the building has no            
tenant, weeds are growing in the back lot, and the neighborhood           
homeless have reclaimed their old encampment. My heart would         
break every time I had to drive past what was once a beautiful             
expression of passion and creativity. Now, that space is, once          
again, just another sad marker of urban decay. 

July of 2017 brought the hope that the pretrial hearing scheduled           
for the end of the month would finally be our opportunity to fight             
the case. I arrived at court a few minutes before we were            
scheduled to appear and found Cal waiting out front. 

“Good morning,” he greeted me with a half smile. “So, the City            
Attorney is offering you a plea. If you’ll plead no contest to the first              
two charges and pay an $875 dollar fine, they’ll drop the rest and             
we can end it today.” The first two charges were selling alcohol            
without a license and operating an unlicensed business. “I told her           
that you wanted your day in court and that you knew this case so              
well you might even argue it yourself.” He chuckled after he said            
the last part and I was again assured that he was ready to go to               
the mat for me. 
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“Cal,” I said, “I can’t plead to those charges. I didn’t do those             
things. I’m not going to plead to something I didn’t do. Maybe I’ll             
plead to the noise violation. But not those... I’m an entrepreneur.           
Being convicted of those charges could affect my ability to get a            
business license in the future.” 

When Cal told the City Attorney that we were not going to take             
her deal, her dismay was remarkable. She told the judge she           
simply wasn’t ready to argue the motion that day. The judge,           
however, had had enough. He said there would be no more           
continuance and, to make sure of that, the pretrial motion hearing           
and the trial (if needed after pretrial) would be held on the same             
day, 30 days into the future. 

The next week I reached out to Cal via email. I didn’t receive a              
reply for several days, which was uncharacteristic for Cal. He had           
always responded immediately to my emails and calls. I emailed          
his assistant, forwarding my email to Cal and asking if she could            
ask him about it. Her email came back immediately. It was one            
line: 

“CJ is going to call you.” 

Cal had collapsed at a birthday party the day after I had last seen              
him in court. At first they believed it was an aneurysm. It turned             
out to be a stage 4 glioblastoma, a very rare form of brain cancer.              
Cal Potter, lifelong defender of individual liberty of others was          
unable to defend himself from that unseen enemy. Cal Johnson          
Potter III was unconscious, in a hospital bed, from the day in July             
that he collapsed until the day in late November when,          
surrounded by family, he breathed his last. 

CJ initially took over my case. The judge, a former Las Vegas            
defense attorney himself and a longtime associate of Cal’s,         
granted yet another continuance due to the unique        
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circumstances. In short order, however, CJ called me into the          
office. Cal was still in a coma at that point. CJ let me know that               
they were preparing to say goodbye to Cal and also to the firm.             
Offers had been coming in from all corners. Cal had no shortage            
of friends and admirers in the profession eager to have his son on             
their team. CJ would be moving to Los Angeles and the firm            
would be closing. CJ said he was handing my case over to            
another attorney, Stephen Stubbs, who had agreed to take on          
those last cases that Cal had felt particularly strongly about. My           
case was one of those. 

Stephen Stubbs is a character. He is a difficult individual to pin            
down. He never took a dime for handling my case, even though I             
offered multiple times. When we arrived for our pretrial and trial           
combo date, Stephen appeared to me to be something of a clown.            
And, yet, everything I read about him online indicated that he got            
great results in civil liberties cases. But here he was joking with            
the judge, even inappropriately, before our hearing. He spent a          
long time in a private room talking with the City Attorney, trying to             
potentially work out a last-minute deal. Since it was also the trial            
date, the City had brought in Ryan Black and the other Code            
Enforcement officers. We spent the hour or so before our          
scheduled hearing date shooting antagonistic glances at one        
another while watching the stream of domestic violence and         
simple possession charges get pushed through the courtroom        
before us. Stephen argued well. The judge even appeared to side           
with us on the “void for vagueness” motion. When the City           
Attorney was unable to present a good defense to that portion of            
the motion, the judge recessed the court. 

“Maybe you two want to talk this out a bit. See if you can come to                
an agreement that doesn’t see me have to decide this…” Then he            
banged the gavel and walked out. 
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The judge returned a half hour later. By then, Stephen had           
negotiated a deal I felt comfortable with and the City Attorney had            
sent his prospective witnesses back to work. The judge brought          
the court back to order. 

“OK gentlemen, what have we figured out?” 

“Judge,” my attorney said, “My client has agreed to an offer from            
the City Attorney. He will plead no contest to charge number           
seven, Failure To File Changes To A Business License, and pay           
a fine of $800.” 

The judge was amazed. He looked over at the City Attorney.           
“That’s the deal?” he asked. The City Attorney nodded. The judge           
then looked at me and said, “I don’t know how much you paid             
your attorney, but however much it is, it isn’t enough. I was fully             
ready to give you 6 months in jail for that obstruction charge. This             
is the absolute best possible outcome you could have hoped for           
today. I assure you.” Stephen and I both looked at each other,            
eyes wide. Even the City Attorney shifted a bit. Apparently no one            
but the judge ever thought jail time was on the table… but it was              
the whole time.  

I paid the $800 to the clerk before I left the courtroom. Before             
leaving, Stephen told the judge an off-color story and showed him           
a dance move… in the middle of the court. I took Stephen to             
lunch. He suggested a pizza place next to the Pawn Stars (of            
reality TV fame) shop. He said it was the best pizza place in             
Vegas. The pizza was excellent and at least Stephen let me pay            
for his meal. Court jester or not, he’d gotten the job done. Cal             
would have been proud. 

After the entire experience, what I just can’t shake is how much            
damage was done, time and money was wasted, and lives were           
altered, all for a no contest plea to not filing business license            
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changes and an $800 fine. Hell, paying the salaries of all the city             
employees (both the court and the Code Enforcement officer         
witnesses who were on the clock) during just the time they were            
present at my hearing was surely more than $800. A once-vibrant           
corner of The Arts District was robbed of a thriving business.           
Young creative people in the city were robbed of a place to gather             
and grow their community. I was robbed of an opportunity to add            
positively to the culture of Las Vegas.  

The entire experience solidified for me what a pure, unadulterated          
waste of human capital the State is. There are tens of thousands            
of such stories playing out every day, in every corner of the world,             
that most you will never hear about. I haven’t told my own story             
until now.  
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As for lessons learned, I will be brief. As a reader of Counter             
Markets, you are no doubt sympathetic to using your business to           
grow the agora when possible. Keep these things in mind: 

● Know the laws which will be used by the State to regulate            
your business better than even the people the State hires as           
regulators know them. 

● If you are going to practice agorism within the context of a            
licensed business, keep that agorism confined to the grey         
area “between the laws.” Don’t outwardly flout the laws         
governing your license. 

● Always assume that those tasked with enforcing the law will          
have it out for you… because they do. Whether because of           
jealousy or just a twisted heart, individuals who are attracted          
to jobs like Code Enforcement Officer are also the type of           
individuals who will use the little bit of power granted to them            
by the State to make the lives of others as miserable as            
those officers’ own lives must be. 

● Exercise your rights and be sure to find an attorney who is            
aligned with your beliefs about individual rights. You don’t         
have to go this alone. There are smart and talented people           
in this world who are on your side if you are willing to stand              
for principles which, if practiced, help to make the world a           
better place. 

I leave you with the most important moral of the story – an idea              
solidified for me by this experience: So long as you walk through            
your life genuinely trying to make the world a better place, with            
principles and passion, no matter the struggle, it all works out in            
the end. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
Energy Independence: Homemade Biogas 

By Brian Berletic 

Introduction 

Energy production is one of the most central aspects of modern           
civilization. Everything from manufacturing and transportation to       
heating and electricity depends on it. In the US, energy production           
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is dominated by highly centralized and capital-intensive processes        
including petroleum (37%), natural gas (29%), coal (14%), and         
nuclear power (9%). 

Sources of renewable energy account for only about 11% of          
energy consumption with processes like wind, hydropower, and        
biofuels dominating this category. Large wind turbines,       
hydropower (i.e. dams), and biofuel production are also capital         
intensive and beyond the grasp of local communities and         
individuals. For small businesses and individuals, other forms of         
renewables offer the most viable means of producing energy         
locally either to meet one’s own energy needs or those of their            
local community. 

The most obvious means of doing this is through solar power.           
While solar panels and batteries are not something that can be           
made locally, they are an increasingly affordable option that can          
be purchased and used long term locally. 

But there is another way to produce energy locally, and cheaply.           
It’s called biogas. 

Biogas is produced by the anaerobic breakdown of organic         
material such as kitchen scraps or yard and agricultural waste.          
Biogas is composed of methane, hydrogen, and carbon        
monoxide. 

The gas can be used for a variety of purposes including cooking            
gas, for fueling vehicles, and even producing electricity. 

Biogas setups can be as simple as a home-based system          
comprised of a large heavy-duty plastic bag called a digester that           
produces daily cooking gas requirements, to large community        
centers that produce enough energy to power hundreds, even         
thousands of homes. 
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While my own experience revolves around personal biogas use         
across Asia, I will also discuss large-scale operations that aspiring          
entrepreneurs can use as inspiration toward larger-scale localized        
energy production. 

Homemade Biogas 

In Southeast Asia’s Thailand, biogas has become a popular         
means of producing cooking gas. My first experience with this          
surprisingly simple and effective means of producing energy        
locally was actually in the remote hills of Thailand’s Phetchaburi          
province, a little south of the nation’s capital of Bangkok. 
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The village of Pedang I visited in the hills of Phetchaburi was so             
remote that after hours of traveling through deep jungle on          
winding dirt roads, even cell phone networks no longer were          
detectable. This community, where conventional public utilities       
had no practical means of reaching, became a testing ground for           
modern, self-sufficient and highly localized solutions. 

Villagers used radio equipment to create their own communication         
network. They used solar panels and batteries to produce energy          
for their homes and for electric pumps for personal water supplies           
and along with cheap timers for automated agricultural irrigation. 

And next to virtually every home was a large plastic balloon-like           
digester producing biogas for not only cooking, but to run          
generators for charging their batteries on cloudy days. 

The systems are incredibly simple and effective. A wide but          
shallow trench is dug out to fit the bottom fifth of the digester bag              
under ground and at a slight angle. Cement troughs are built at            
the opening and exit of the system. A simple home system can be             
built in under a day. It takes several days to induce the right             
bacteria to flourish and for the production of biogas to begin. But            
once it does, it works surprisingly well. 
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At the opening of the system, food scraps, grass clippings, and           
other agricultural waste is fed into the digester. At the exit, an            
odorless substance called digestate is produced when the        
process is over. The digestate then serves as a valuable          
ready-to-use organic fertilizer. 

For farms, an ordinary single-home system does not produce         
enough to cover entire fields, but it is enough for that home’s            
personal vegetable garden.  

On top of the digester bag is a standard cooking gas line leading             
to a cooking area where an ordinary natural gas burner and valve            
uses the gas produced by the system to meet daily cooking           
needs. 
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Thus, organic waste is transformed into energy in the form of           
combustible gas and valuable fertilizer. It represents the        
localization of processes that might otherwise depend on        
centralized big-businesses providing both. 

Instead of a utility company maintaining this essential        
infrastructure, the community of Pedang has a training center         
established by the project’s leadership which offers training to         
villagers so they can maintain and expand their networks         
themselves, and for curious people from around the country and          
around the world to see these solutions in practice. 

During workshops organized by this community center, visitors        
are brought to various homes where these solutions have been          
implemented. At each home, biogas could be seen not only          
providing a reliable source of cooking gas, but some homes used           
them to run generators for producing enough electricity to charge          
batteries or run a water pump long enough to fill water tanks on             
cloudy days.  

It doesn’t take much imagination to see what could be possible if            
these simple but effective ideas were brought to the next step, or            
if communities elsewhere with more resources invested in several         
(or larger) biogas systems per household instead of just one, and           
decided to produce electricity as well as cooking gas.  

Where communities once depended on centralized state power        
production, or energy produced by larger national or international         
energy conglomerates, they may now be able to not only reduce           
energy costs by producing their own energy themselves, but         
produce enough excess energy and fertilizer to sell for extra          
income. 

It Really Works 
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The project in the hills of the remote village of Pedang,           
Phetchaburi was so successful that the Ministry of Energy         
employee who had initially volunteered his time to organize it          
received both government and private support to spread the idea          
across the rest of Thailand. 

 

While the rest of the country enjoys access to cheap electricity           
and affordable cooking gas, the ability to produce it locally for           
even cheaper, and produce organic fertilizer onsite, has become         
an attractive idea even to people not looking to completely get off            
the grid. 

Most homes installing the biogas systems perfected in        
Phetchaburi still keep canisters of store-bought cooking gas        
nearby. But biogas systems produce enough gas to meet daily          
cooking needs on most small farms and rural homes, meaning          
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that a canister of cooking gas produced by large energy          
companies can be stretched out for months, and monthly         
expenses to cover cooking gas can be slashed. 

I followed the progress of one home using this biogas setup for            
over 2 years. We hear a lot about new ideas that sound too good              
to be true, but I saw for myself this simple system get adopted by              
two older, skeptical farmers, used day after day to produce their           
cooking gas, and produce enough organic fertilizer to use in their           
own personal garden. 

 

I watched them transform from being resistant to the new system           
to enthusiastic experts able to maintain and use the system with           
ease.  
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Since then, I have followed the progress of the original team who            
helped bring energy and electricity to the remote village of          
Pedang, Phetchaburi, watching them dot the Thai map with         
biogas projects big and small, and giving people a viable local           
alternative to energy production that was once the sole dominion          
of large national or international energy producers. 

In an age of bitter political and ideological struggle, a completely           
apolitical group of enthusiasts whose only ideology is practicality         
has managed to set a growing number of people on a course            
toward greater independence in terms of energy and economics. 

Large-Scale Biogas 

Larger-scale farms, agricultural companies, and local co-ops are        
all capable of taking this process to the next level. 

An example of this is waste management company Biffa in the           
United Kingdom, which operates the Poplars anaerobic digestion        
(AD) plant. It can handle 120,000 tons of food waste per year, and             
generates up to 6.5 million megawatts of electricity, enough to          
power 15,000 homes. The fully digested organic material the plant          
produces (300 tons of it per day) has recently been certified for            
use in agriculture as a fertilizer, thus completing the cycle from           
food waste back to food production. 
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In the United States, the American Biogas Council has a map           
documenting over 2,200 sites nationwide producing biogas.       
Facilities produce gas for electricity generation, heating and        
cooking, and even as fuel for vehicles. 

By clicking on points on the American Biogas Council’s map and           
researching the names that appear, we can find individual case          
studies like that of Sheland Farms in Adams, New York. 
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The Cornell University case study titled, “Anaerobic Digestion at         
Sheland Farms, Inc.: Case Study” (.pdf), provides everything from         
photos to system diagrams and a comprehensive list of         
specifications. The system and process description reveals: 

A 238,000-gallon completely mixed anaerobic digester with a        
design hydraulic retention time of approximately 17 days,        
and a design capacity of manure from 660 dairy animals,          
was engineered for by Siemens Building Technologies, Inc.        
An annual maintenance fee is paid to Siemens to keep the           
engine-generator set running smoothly. Siemens guarantees      
the farm 16 yards3 /day of usable bedding from the system,           
and 381,240-kWh of electricity produced annually from the        
engine-generator set. 

The energy produced annually is enough to power 35 homes.          
Sheland Farms uses the electricity to power facilities on its          
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property and sells excess energy to the grid. Thus not only did the             
farm manage to produce its own energy from onsite waste          
management, but it has the possibility of earning extra money by           
selling excess electricity. The digestate produced as a byproduct         
of the system also goes back into the farm’s daily operations,           
cutting costs on bedding that would otherwise have to be          
purchased by a third party. 

The American Biogas Council’s map serves as a starting point for           
researching industrial biogas projects across the country and will         
give anyone interested in alternative energy or in a possible          
business idea a good grasp on what is and isn’t possible and the             
sort of avenues each company took in order to integrate biogas           
into their current business activities. Other companies specialize        
specifically in providing biogas solutions to farms and waste         
management facilities. 

Getting Started With Biogas 

Here in Thailand, anyone with even a small amount of land for a             
private residence can simply contact the Pedang-based biogas        
network and get information about how to purchase the plastic          
biogas digester bag. Everything else required to build the systems          
(PVC pipes, standard cooking gas lines and valves, etc.) is          
available at any hardware shop. 

In the US, there are companies that offer ready-to-go complete          
systems like Homebiogas.com. However, with a little research        
and some trial and error, a similar system can likely be made for             
far cheaper. It really is just a heavy-duty plastic bag with two            
openings and a gas line leading out of it. 
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There are many resources online with free instructions on how to           
build proof-of-concept models and fully functional systems for        
your home. 

Some of these can be found on Instructables here, here, and           
here. 

Closing Thoughts 

To produce enough gas to cook with daily, you really need a            
system at least as large as the ones described above being used            
in Thailand. Producing enough electricity for daily use requires         
systems several times larger still. 

However, a system large enough simply to digest material, while          
impractical for producing cooking gas or electricity, could be very          
useful for transforming kitchen waste into organic fertilizer when         
composting is not possible because of space constraints. 
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For people living in dense urban environments and who maintain          
rooftop, indoor, or balcony urban gardens for small-scale food         
production, a small digester would solve the problem of trying to           
collect and use kitchen scraps as compost. 

From personal experience, composting material in a spare        
container on a rooftop reaches limits at a certain point. The           
material simply does not breakdown fast enough and additional         
material cannot be added. Because of a lack of space, a larger            
composting system is not always possible. A small-scale digester         
could be one possible solution. 

For those of us with access to larger spaces or are fortunate            
enough to live rurally, biogas seems to be a no-brainer when           
solving the three problems of waste management, energy        
production (either cooking gas or supplemental electricity), and        
fertilizer production. 

It is a method that works, and keeps on working. Because of its             
simplicity, for those fortunate enough to have local networks         
advocating and assisting people in adopting this technology, it is          
spreading and displacing more traditional, centralized energy       
solutions, empowering local communities and providing another       
step forward to a more decentralized and self-sufficient future.  

Somewhere between the home-based systems and the large        
industrial scale described above, a local community-based       
system will eventually emerge that can manage waste, produce         
gas and electricity, and provide fertilizer to local farmers and          
gardeners. For those interested in decentralization and alternative        
energy, pioneering the creation of these systems spanning        
home-based and industrial-scale systems seems also to be a         
promising entrepreneurship opportunity.  
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WEALTH 

Comparing Governance Models Of Top Cryptocurrencies 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Making decisions (governance) for open-source decentralized      
cryptocurrency is proving to be more challenging than anticipated. 

Satoshi Nakamoto, the inventor(s) of Bitcoin, did not make a          
mistake by not including a governance model for Bitcoin that          
accounted for the physical needs of protocol developers or to fund           
marketing to sustain itself. In their mind(s), Bitcoin was likely to be            
the dominant cryptocurrency without much competition, meaning       
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that stakeholders would naturally gravitate to important       
stewardship roles and marketing would simply be the “news.” 

Clearly, Bitcoin (BTC) still has a big head start in terms of            
branding and network effect. However, due to Bitcoin's scaling         
challenges, competition for the fastest, cheapest, most useful and         
secure cryptocurrency is heating up. Governance models may        
provide a competitive advantage. 

Bitcoin's failure to upgrade to SegWit2x in 2017 revealed that          
sometimes tough decisions must be made. Some are bigger than          
others. All have consequences. Who makes those decisions, how         
do they make them, and how do they get paid, are important            
questions when evaluating blockchain networks, especially with       
billions of dollars at stake. 

Bitcoin (BTC) has been steadily losing market dominance, and         
competition is coming from more nimble and more organized         
blockchains. Stewardship of the BTC code seems to have         
become centralized. Many powerful businesses supporting      
Bitcoin, like miners, exchanges and payment processors, lost        
consensus with Bitcoin's core development team during the        
SegWit2x debacle. This caused the hard fork to Bitcoin Cash          
(BCH) in August 2017. 

Hard forking is the governance model for Bitcoin when the          
community cannot reach consensus through social/political      
means. The Bitcoin Cash fork received enough support from         
miners, early Bitcoin evangelists like Roger Ver, exchanges,        
developers and users to now become a contender in the          
cryptocurrency space. 
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More recently, BTC's failure to reach consensus sparked a search          
within the Bitcoin Cash community to create a clear mechanism to           
make decisions about funding protocol development and       
marketing to compete in this new environment. Other projects are          
experimenting with these ideas, too. 

In other words, competing governance models for cryptocurrency        
(sometimes called Decentralized Autonomous Organizations -      
DAOs), is playing out in the free market. And you can actively            
participate and bet on the outcome. We live in incredible times! 

Some cryptocurrencies’ governance models even have built-in       
mechanisms to allocate funds for marketing and app        
development. This wasn't important when Bitcoin was dominant,        
but now it could make a huge impact. 

Media is expensive. With Facebook and Google banning crypto         
advertising, ad space on relevant media is scarce. Good app          
developers (also expensive) are in short supply. ICOs and big          
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corporations are absorbing a lot of the talent. And this industry           
still hasn't peaked! Competition is about to get fierce! 

In a suddenly competitive environment, the type of blockchain         
governance may play a crucial role in determining which network          
comes out on top. Institutional investors may prefer blockchain         
networks with top-down governance models more closely       
resembling corporations, as opposed to decentralized decision       
making. Yet the top-down model may not be optimal for an           
open-source cryptocurrency with a wide range of participants with         
their own self-interest to satisfy. 

What will work best? Let's examine the governing models for          
leading cryptocurrencies to better understand their fundamentals. 

Bitcoin (BTC) 

Bitcoin was released into the wild with a simple governance          
model: Mining hash power gets to vote on which software to           
support. Period. 

Early developers were also its first miners. Satoshi likely thought          
that would always be the case, but over time a few developers            
without skin in the game elbowed their way into core roles. 

For years, Bitcoin's protocol developers relied on donations and         
volunteers in a foundation. This model for making decisions left          
the door open for abuse. Many developers can offer BIPs (Bitcoin           
Improvement Proposals), but still only a small group of Core          
developers had access to the actual mainnet code. Even though          
a large majority of the ecosystem supported a doubling of the           
block size in 2017, Core refused to implement it. After SegWit2x           
failed, the Bitcoin Cash (BCH) fork was created. 

Several BTC trolls complain loudly that hard forking is not the           
governance model of Bitcoin. But it's empirically true that forking          
is indeed the final arbiter in disputes. It happened. In real life. It's             
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not a scam. No one got ripped off. All BTC participants benefited.            
The Bitcoin Cash fork was supported by Bitcoiners who thought          
bigger blocks is the best path to scaling Bitcoin. Since then, the            
BCH ecosystem has grown into a real contender. No amount of           
name-calling by BTC trolls will change that. 

Bitcoin Core (BTC) kept its branding and ticker symbol after the           
fork. But the name “Bitcoin” has become a highly contentious          
debate between the two communities. CEO of Bitcoin.com Roger         
Ver thinks Bitcoin Cash resembles the original Bitcoin more than          
Bitcoin Core. Bitcoin Core supporters point to the higher price and           
original ticker symbol as evidence. Because Bitcoin is an         
open-source project like Linux, the name doesn't exclusively        
belong to anyone. 

Former lead developer of Bitcoin Gavin Andresen tweeted        
another point about the name: 

 

No one owns the word dollar. No one owns the word Bitcoin            
either, although the United Kingdom recently awarded a        
trademark on it, which will likely be contested. 

Even though Gavin was Bitcoin's first lead developer chosen by          
Satoshi, his access to the Bitcoin GitHub was revoked by the           
current Core team who support off-chain scaling. Core now had          
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full control of the code. Any dissent to their roadmap was viciously            
attacked or censored in online forums like BitcoinTalk.org of         
/r/Bitcoin on Reddit. 

The governance model of BTC appears to have become a          
dictatorship run by a priest class for the priest class. Shortly           
after SegWit was released, when BTC fees increased and         
transactions became unreliable, core priests shamed their       
parishioners as stupid and unworthy if they couldn't figure out          
SegWit or set the fee properly in their already complicated wallet.           
Placing blame on users for the terrible user-experience that they          
engineered reveals incredible arrogance and a complete lack of         
compassion for the users of their network. 

This particular priest class, primarily funded by Blockstream, has         
a financial incentive to move economic activity off the BTC          
blockchain, whereas miners are invested in growing activity on         
the chain following the original incentive model. Hence the reason          
for Core's coup against big-blockers like Mike Hearn and Gavin          
Andresen, and the miners. But they forgot that miners vote on           
which software to secure, not them. As such, miners ultimately          
have all the power. Epic showdowns are coming! 

Many core developers are invested in vaporware (software that         
sounds incredible, but either doesn't work or doesn't solve any          
problems). If they happen upon a good discovery, open-source         
software can be used by any blockchain; whereas miners are          
invested in expensive hardware and electricity critical to the         
security of cryptocurrency. Which do you think is more valuable? 

Additionally, miners are paid in Bitcoin. Most of Core is funded by            
VC dollars. Who do you think cares more about the success of            
the Bitcoin project? When incentives are misaligned, the        
economic experiment known as Bitcoin will fall apart. 
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Miners can pull off a coup with the flick of a switch. Remember,             
voting with hash power IS the real governance model for          
Bitcoin. Not censorship, bullying, and revoking GitHub access.        
Although “influence” is extremely valuable. More on this shortly. 

Bitcoin Core developers simply won't maintain mining support for         
much longer unless the price of BTC continues to climb. Core           
devs knows this. That's why they need HODL zombies. It's their           
only play. Market demand for BTC as a store of value currently            
appears sufficient enough to attract miners for now. But for how           
much longer? 

They fear that miners will switch hash power to another          
blockchain, reducing the security for their “digital gold.” So much          
so, some core developers are openly advocating that “public         
officials” govern Bitcoin instead of miners. Basically, the opposite         
of why Bitcoin was created. 
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Luckily, the BTC community still voted in favor of private mining to            
secure the network, much to the dismay of Lombrozo and Luke           
Jr, co-founder of Blockstream. 

Derek Magill, founder of the Nakamoto Studies Institute, recently         
pointed out, “These people (Core) trusts the government more         
than private business. That's a huge cultural problem.” 

They realize their grasp on power is weak. They're afraid miners           
won't support their software. And they should be scared. But          
calling on the violence of the State to force businesses to support            
your chain is precisely what the blockchain invention makes         
obsolete. You win by competing. You win by making a better,           
more useful, and more secure currency and payment network. 

And you win by convincing investors you have the best roadmap.           
You don't win by threatening violence to your open-source         
competitors. 

As for additional built-in incentives, Bitcoin (BTC) currently doesn't         
have a formal structure to pay for developers and marketing other           
than voluntary venture capital. More on this in the Bitcoin Cash           
section. 

Ethereum 

Laura Shin is a tenacious cryptocurrency journalist from Forbes         
who now hosts the podcast UnChained. Lately, she has been on           
a quest to figure out how Ethereum's governance works.         
Governance for Ethereum first became an acute issue after the          
hack of the DAO ICO and emergency hard fork in 2016 that            
resulted in two chains: Ethereum and Ethereum Classic. At the          
time, lead developer Vitalik Buterin unilaterally decided to fork         
Ethereum to fix the exploit and return lost funds to participants in            
the DAO. This decision upset enough of the community to provide           
enough support for the Ethereum Classic chain to survive. 
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More recently, a bug in the Parity wallets has locked up hundreds            
of millions of dollars of Ethereum. Many of those affected by the            
bug want a fork to redeem their funds, but others believe that            
weakens the immutability of the Ethereum blockchain. This        
indecision is once again shining a light on the need for clear            
governance. 

Shin interviewed several leading figures in the Ethereum        
community about its governance model and the response has         
been utter incoherence. No one seems to want to admit that           
important decisions sometimes must be made. Who makes them? 

In episode 59 of UnChained, Laura asked Ethereum Foundation's         
Executive Director Aya Miyaguchi how she got her job. Aya          
stuttered about her qualifications and how she was recruited.         
When pressed by Shin about who made the final decision, Aya           
says it was “Vitalik.” 

Most people in cryptocurrency already assumed Ethereum's       
governance model was a benevolent dictatorship with Vitalik        
on the throne, but Shin got Miyaguchi to admit it. 

Shortly after that, Shin hosted a panel discussion at the Ethereal           
Summit about Ethereum governance with Ethereum researcher       
Vlad Zamfir and founder of GovernX Nick Dodson. Again, she          
didn't find many concrete answers about governance. The guests         
say the purpose of the Ethereum Foundation is NOT for making           
decisions, but for providing a collective signal to the community. 

Shin proposed that developers have all the power to design the           
system. The guests pushed back and told Shin that media may           
have more power than developers because developers must        
answer to the community for their decisions. Perception is         
powerful. Additionally, they also pointed out that miners ultimately         
determined how forks are settled – citing the Classic hard fork. It            
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was a passing acknowledgment that miners are the most powerful          
entity in Ethereum, too. 

Ultimately, they recognized that Vitalik is in charge, and one          
mentioned jokingly reprimanding Vitalik for not following certain        
processes set by the community. In other words, Vitalik is above           
the law. But it's really more like a CEO role where the rest of the               
organization trusts and pays him make the final decisions. 

They made one great point in the discussion: “The bottleneck for           
governance is the political aspect, the social side. It's much more           
of a political problem than a process problem.” This is THE top            
challenge for ALL decentralized blockchain networks. 

I encourage you to listen to both podcast episodes. They provide           
few answers and will not instill confidence, but it is valuable to            
understand how raw this space is. 

Ethereum development was funded by an online crowdsale that         
took place between July and August 2014. The system went live           
on July 30, 2015, with approximately 12 million ETH allocated to           
fund development. This accounts for roughly 13 percent of the          
total circulating supply worth around $7B with today's exchange         
rate. Initial funds were used to set up the Ethereum Foundation           
which pays protocol and app developers and administrative staff         
with those funds. However, once they are gone, there is no plan            
beyond donations to fund ongoing management. 

Bitcoin Cash 

The Bitcoin Cash community is primarily made up of old-school          
Bitcoiners who were frustrated by the way BTC governance failed          
to pass SegWit2x even though much of the ecosystem supported          
it. They view forks as software upgrades that are routinely needed           
to a keep the system robust and to properly scale into a payment             
system for the world. Thus, the community understands the         
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importance of deciding on which upgrades to include, who makes          
the decisions, and how are they paid – aka governance. 

Miners are taking the lead in Bitcoin Cash governance. 

Jihan Wu, co-founder and CEO of the largest cryptocurrency         
mining firm in the world Bitmain, is a vocal supporter of Bitcoin            
Cash (BCH). He recently said (at a BCH conference that Vin and I             
attended) that the only reason they continue to mine BTC is as a             
short-term profit play. 
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The economic incentives of miners align with cryptocurrencies        
that plan to scale on-chain, like Bitcoin Cash. 

As Vin Armani explained in the video below, you have one fork            
(BTC) that wants to move all transactions off-chain, and you have           
another fork (BCH) that wants to put the entire world's economy           
on-chain. Miners get paid per on-chain transaction. Which fork do          
you think they support? It's simple economics. 

 
Click image to view video 

At the CoinGeek BCH conference, many of the largest mining          
companies in the entire space (not just BCH miners) held a           
congress to discuss a voluntary structure to allocate some mining          
profits to fund BCH development and marketing. It's hard to          
convey how big this investment signal is since miners ultimately          
hold all the power (even in Ethereum). 
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Yet, miners are also the most heavily invested party in the           
currencies they mine. Therefore, abruptly switching chains is        
unlikely to occur without the market signaling it because they          
would likely divest out of one currency before going all-in on           
another. In other words, before Bitmain switches the bulk of its           
mining power to Bitcoin Cash, we will likely see BTC steadily           
losing share to BCH in the market. 

As Armani explains in the must-see video above, BCH miners          
appear to be forming a cartel model of governance. The          
miners announced that they're forming an informal alliance to         
support development on Bitcoin Cash. 

According to a Bitcoin.com representative who attended the        
miner's meeting, “Virtually all of the mining pool representatives         
agreed to support a proposal that would allow miners to vote to            
fund community proposed initiatives, voting on them in the same          
way that vote signaling works now.” 

They continued, “If a proposal crossed a 75% threshold, it would           
pass — and would be funded with some predetermined amount          
from every block found.” 

It more closely resembles the original governance model of         
Bitcoin – voting with hash power, and stakeholders assuming vital          
stewardship roles in the software. But this time they’re getting          
more deliberate and organized. Satoshi imagined large server        
farms competing to protect the network. 

Businesses will naturally consolidate in free markets in pursuit of          
a competitive edge. When that edge cuts too deep or threatens           
the industry as a whole, competitors find it advantageous to work           
together to set prices and standards to ensure sustainability while          
maintaining a competitive market. 

If miners or users don't like the cartel's decisions, they can simply            
fork off or support another existing network. Again, this IS the           
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governing model of open-source blockchains. It brilliantly       
maintains a competitive environment for miners and users. 

Cartels have a bad reputation, primarily because violence or         
market rigging is often associated with them. As long as this           
organization remains peaceful and voluntary, it's a huge        
improvement over governing with the threat of violence (the State)          
which, sadly, some BTC core developers seem to prefer. 

That said, I imagine the history books on Bitcoin will have a            
chapter called “The Mining Wars.” Those haven't happened yet,         
but I suspect they will. Hopefully the bloodbath will only happen in            
the markets instead of actual battlefields.  

Dash 

I won't say too much about Dash because we're planning to do a             
full article about it soon, but I would be remiss not to mention it              
here because they pioneered on-chain governance which       
accounted for development and marketing. 

Dash has built governance and funding into its protocol. They          
allocate a certain amount of funds per block for development and           
marketing, and they devised a system for stakeholders to vote on           
proposals that add value to the Dash ecosystem. This could be in            
the form of sponsoring media or developing a useful app. Read           
more about proposal system here. 

As mentioned earlier, as competition heats up, having an         
organized way to attract talent and users to your blockchain will           
be crucial. Bitcoin, Ethereum and Bitcoin Cash already get a lot of            
free press and support from cultural influencers and evangelists         
(YouTubers, podcasters, bloggers, etc.). Dash realizes it must        
compete with that and created a mechanism to do so. 

Mining wars aside, in an environment where violence cannot be          
used to eliminate competition or solve problems, media influence         
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and cultural capital become paramount. Quality media is        
expensive to produce. The winning blockchain(s) may be those         
that understand media's value and find ways to support it. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

After the sharp move up in April, Bitcoin pulled back a bit in May.              
It began the month at about $9400, and peaked near $9900 just a             
few days later. Since early May, it has traded steadily lower down            
to the $7100 level. This past week things have stabilized, with           
Bitcoin bouncing between the $7200 and $7600 range.  

The price action is showing us there’s a solid demand for Bitcoin            
at these levels. We’ve made the double bottom of the $6500 level,            
and have set up a new base level of support in this $7200 to              
$7600 range. Once traders are confident these levels will hold, we           
expect prices to move sharply higher.  

The second boom hypothesis is still well underway, as Bitcoin and           
blockchain conferences are at record capacity around the world.         
In addition, we’ve seen Gemini and itBit become fully functional          
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institution-grade custodians for holding cryptocurrencies. We also       
have seen Coinbase set up its institutional service, while growing          
its consumer side faster than they can keep pace with. 

With the institutional side opening up here, we’re seeing hedge          
funds, corporations, LLCs, and other large enterprises with        
millions upon millions of dollars to invest. While researching         
cryptocurrency trading desks last month, we came across one         
with a month-long waiting list, and a minimum trade size of 25            
BTC, or about $180k at today’s levels. So the big players are            
starting to get involved here, and have likely waited for this           
pullback to deploy their capital.  

We’re also seeing more senior banking executives from large         
firms like Goldman Sachs, Google, Blackrock, and even the         
NYSE, all jumping ship to get into the cryptocurrency space.          
Blockchain-based companies are able to attract top-level talent        
now, as these former banking executives see the writing on the           
wall. They want to position themselves to be on the side that            
brings about change, rather than the side of facing extinction.  

On the consumer side, there are also rumors that both TD           
Ameritrade and Morgan Stanley are planning to add        
cryptocurrencies to their trading desks, so we’re not far off from           
easy access for everyday investors. Industry professionals are        
estimating that we should see an influx of about $4 trillion into the             
space once all the doors are open; and some have estimated $40            
trillion in a decade from now, which is a full 100x higher market             
cap that we have currently.  

So to anyone who thinks they’ve missed the boat, now is still a             
great opportunity to get into Bitcoin and the cryptocurrency space          
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in general. Short-term price predictions are impossible to make         
here, but the price of Bitcoin has stabilized recently, and the           
long-term picture is still incredibly bullish.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. You may want to grab some            
Bitcoin Cash, too, which is up over 100% in the last few weeks. 

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Price action was pretty tame last month in the precious metals           
markets. Silver traded between $16.30 and $16.75, but spent         
most of the month hovering right around the $16.50 level. The           
financial markets seem to have recovered from the interest rate          
shock where the 10-year T-bill broke the 3% mark. The Trump           
trade war with China was dialed back as well, resulting in surging            
prices in equities. In addition we’re seeing North and South Korea           
reach a peace accord, which is taking a lot of fear out of the              
geopolitical game. We did have a mini-crisis with Italy, but that           
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seems to have been a 1-2 day reaction at best. It remains to be              
seen if that country’s political debates will have any impact on the            
US markets. Given that the UK’s decision to leave the Eurozone           
was nothing more than a temporary sell-off, we don’t expect any           
decision by Italy to have a long-term effect on the US stock            
market.  

Until we see the start of a new debt default cycle, things will             
probably remain pretty calm here. Within the next 1-2 years,          
though, we should see some large-scale bankruptcies that shake         
the confidence of the US investor and send them running to           
precious metals as a safe haven.  

The low interest rate policy has been in effect for so long, that             
nearly every company in the US has loaded up on cheap debt to             
leverage their growth. Now that rates have gone from near 0% to            
3% on the the 10-year note, more companies than people realize           
are facing bankruptcy. While the companies may be fully         
functional right now, and still living off cheap debt, the bonds           
they’ve issued will come due; and rather than pay off the principal,            
standard practice is to roll into new 10-year notes, and use that            
capital to pay off the previous bond investors. With rates where           
they are now, and heading higher, a full 15% of the S&P 500             
companies won’t have enough free cashflow to service a 3%          
interest rate.  

As these companies fail to secure new capital, we could see them            
declare bankruptcy overnight (like Toys R Us), as they         
immediately realize they can’t pay off their old bond principal          
payments with new debt. If bondholders are in trouble, that          
immediately means stockholders are looking at $0, as they’re         
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lower on the priority list, so falling equities prices are a necessity            
here.  

As the next wave of debt refinancing works through corporate          
America, expect to see gold and silver prices surge as investors           
look for safe places to park their capital. Again it won’t be            
tomorrow; this is something that will take place gradually over the           
next 1-2 years.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, times like this are the              
perfect time to buy. You can find great prices from a trusted            
supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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